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Details of Visit:

Author: one eyed panda
Location 2: Paddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 13 Dec 2011 15.20
Duration of Visit: 2h
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Invasian Asian Escorts London
Website: https://invasianescorts.co.uk
Phone: 07920156455

The Premises:

Discreet basement flat in london's unknown redlight zone. Not far from the station, easy to find. Few
dodgy characters around in expensive suits, probably bankers.

The Lady:

Very very petite thai wearing a school uniform of the asian variety that looked if Im honest eccentric
rather than sexy, and some slutty stockings and heels. Her hair is different from her pictures, more
bunched, shorter and a degree wilder, which suits her. Much better with her kit off, glorious in fact.
Slim and shapely and those tits, capped with bullet like nipples begging to be kissed and sucked.
Just the heels next time.....

The Story:

The timing of this encounter was disrupted a bit as we had originally booked and agreed an earlier
slot, which had an effect at the end. Still not to worry. I acquired a very nice bottle of sauvignon
blanc at the Sainsburys in Paddington, a complete and utter bargain at ?5.50. I presented this to
Maria at the door, and after the very welcoming french kiss at the door, she fetched some glasses
and we sampled it while canoodling and kissing on the bed, and exchanged some very naughty
banter about the pleasures to come. We had the usual laugh as Thai girls cannot pronounce my
real name.

Maria had run a bath and we were soon in it for a very pleasurable mutual soaping, which finished
with Maria on top of me in soapy intimate contact as we broke the time record for a french kiss in
the bath, while my fingers wandered in and out of her pussy. The contact was so close we were
about half an inch from an accidental soapy penetration. When we eventually came up for air just
before the bath overflowed I looked down and could not see my navel because the bell end was in
the way.

Feeling very horny we dried off and returned to the bed, where after more snogging and fondling I
ate her out, rimmed her using some of the aforesaid Sauvignon Blanc, and received a dirty ps
extended cock suck with spitting and going as deep as Maria could manage.
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I asked for the condom and after some time with Maria on top, switched to doggy. I then suggested
anal and Maria lubed up and after a failed try in doggy (the leg length mismatch makes this tricky)
she inserted me herself in spoons position. We got into a good rhythm and at one point when my
wandering fingers found her pussy and clit, Maria clamped her thighs together so that I could not
extricate them. So I massaged her in front while screwing her ass at different speeds, and she was
soaking. I don't know if she squirted but the area was wet enough. This single position went on for
ages, with Maria moaning gently on every thrust, pussy still clamped round my fingers. Eventually I
uncoupled because I like to come twice in these encounters and had an idea we had been going a
very long time. Maria didnt ask me to stop and probably we could have gone a lot longer as we
were. I pulled off the condom and was treated to a fine blowjob in front of the mirror that finished
with me wanking everything I had into her mouth with some spread around her face. I surprised her
by snogging her and then while she retired to clean up as I collapsed onto the bed, noting that it
was now 16.45 so that was 80 minutes spent on one single round of sex which is probably a record
for me.

Maria returned to the bed, and gave me a much needed massage before we returned to some more
kissing and some 69 and general messing with each other. Unfortunately I was only just starting to
recover properly as we approached the time-up, and while I think Maria would have gone on a bit to
finish the job i couldn't wait. So I had to settle for a very intense cuddle and stroke to end with, with
Maria whispering nothings in my ear as though we were lovers. And me facing 5 hours of driving
afterwards.

This was my best punt of the year. Maria is a lovely girl and while others have commented on her
pure sexual energy I found a more sensual girlfriend type hiding underneath. These kind of charged
encounters are quite rare in the wg-punter world and its something that I treasure. Desire to return =
overwhelming. Reality = difficult.
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